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How venture firms can strengthen their relationship with 

limited partnerships while managing a volatile market



This year has caused investors to rethink everything - from how they manage their teams 

to what to expect from their portfolio. In this report, we will explore three areas where 

limited partners are looking to strengthen their relationships with general partners while 

navigating the current landscape. 



Investors in the private capital markets are triaging their portfolios, doubling down on 

stronger performers and finding M&A strategies for companies who are struggling. 

Everyone in this industry is embracing operational changes. 



In spite of recent disruptions, fundraising has maintained a similar pace before the 

pandemic, with little to no change in the size of funds. For investors, a close dialogue with 

portfolio companies is more critical than ever. According to Jessica Baron, COO, SVB 

Capital, her team had to “recalibrate” expectations on how to maintain deal flow in a virtual 

world. She is beginning to see the pace of investments return to normal now that everyone 

is comfortable with this new format.  









Though the rate of activity and investment sizes seem to be returning to pre-pandemic 

levels, this crisis has underscored existing challenges in the relationship between limited 

partners and venture firms.  The effects of the pandemic have brought to light three major 

trends as it relates to LPs view on venture investments: 



•   Maintaining performance with longer fund life-cycles


•   The demand for diversity, social responsibility, and differentiation in investments


•   A push for better processes, analytics and accountability 


“We’ve had to figure out how we’re going to invest without actually 

meeting in person, but we’ve been able to adapt.”


Jessica Baron


COO at SVB Capital
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1. Plan to manage a longer fund lifespan

growing in number

a recent study

Pension and Investments 

In the past, the industry commonly accepted a life span of 10 years for the average fund. 

According to  performed by the Upwelling Capital Group and Adams Street, 

the average fund life span has grown to 15 years, and perhaps longer now.  



These tail-end funds, or those that have extended beyond 10 years, are  

during this recession according to a recent article. This growth 

can be attributed to the volume of capital already scheduled to mature post-COVID-19. 

The article also notes that over 40 percent of funds raised before 2009 are still active, with 

95% of them expected to fully liquidate at year 15 on average, according to Finbarr T. 

O'Connor, New York-based managing director and head of BRG's alternative investment 

advisory practice.



What can we expect to see in the private capital markets post pandemic? Though 

valuations for tech enabled companies have been stable, other sectors are facing 

challenges and are still figuring their way to a new normal. It is likely there will be a further 

extension of the holding period of the underlying companies, which leads to an extension of 

the funds beyond the 15 year period. 



This phenomenon makes lenders nervous as they’re seeing EBITDA (Earnings Before Interest 

and Taxes Depreciation, and Amortization) drop and are looking for capital to improve the 

balance sheet. But what if a fund cannot draw down more capital because it is older -- i.e., 

eight to 10 year old funds? One option is to change the recycling provisions so that fund 

managers of tail-end funds can utilize proceeds that have already been distributed. They 

can simply consent to change recycling provisions. This may also yield a need for 

increased transparency and reporting. 

“Recycle provisions are a consent issue. You do not need 100% of the vote from 

the LPs. It allows them to address the situation without the LPs going to their 

legal counsel...This can be negative or positive depending on your situation.” 


Joncarlo Mark


Founder of Upwelling Capital Group


Former Sr. Portfolio Manager at CalPERS
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Secondary markets are another option. Wells Fargo’s Tim Rafalovich, Head of Fund Investing 

Division, says that a dislocation has occurred enabling savvy investors to discover 

opportunities in areas that have been overlooked. For example, industries such as 

transportation, hotel, travel, and entertainment have been hit hard. E-commerce, life 

sciences, gig-economy platforms and software are thriving, which could provide liquidity 

options in secondary markets. Investors may have to consider all options, something only a 

crisis can instigate.  



The effort involved to perform the appropriate level of due diligence has slowed activity in 

the secondary market. While managers are eager to take advantage of perceived 

discounted buying opportunities, the rate of transactions has slowed. Secondary market 

advisory firm Greenhill & Co. Inc. reported that alternative investment secondary market 

transaction volume was $18 billion in the first half of 2020, a 57% drop from the first half of 

2019. This may be yet another area where investors are just waiting to see how things 

unfold next quarter and where valuations lie before executing deals. 



The takeaway: Funds should plan on the potential for a longer lifespan. All signs point to 

increased tail-end funds as a result of the pandemic and related investment climate. How 

LPs and GPs navigate this longer time period may involve some creativity and flexibility. 


 Recently, VC 

firm Act One Ventures, announced

Though it may be a challenging fundraising environment for many emerging managers, it 

has never been a better time to be a woman or minority owned investor or founder. The 

private capital markets want to see that diversity now more than ever before. 



There has been a movement underway to better drive diversity from the start.

 a grassroots initiative to approach diversity from the 

cap table with a new Diversity Rider, which requires the lead investor to commit to diversity 

from the beginning of the funding process. The goal in mind is to increase diversity 

representation in venture capital deals, even when firms invest in non-diverse teams. As a 

data analytics company, Aumni is committed to tracking the Diversity Rider in its deal 

database with the goal of empowering its customers and stakeholders with diversity 

metrics across the venture and startup community. 



2. Diversity and inclusion will be a must
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LPs are very much focused on diversity and board composition within the GPs. During the 

due diligence process,  LPs are asking for workforce data points of fund make up by gender 

and ethnic background. Additionally, LPs are asking GPs for data points on titles and pay 

gaps within the firm. Answering these questions can be challenging, especially for smaller 

funds who do not have robust HR systems.



Change can begin within, as they say. The VC world is no stranger to the lack of diversity, 

the numbers leave a lot of room for growth. For example, recent data from 

DifferentFunds.com estimates that of the 4,255 decision-making partners at 1,500 U.S. 

venture capital firms, less than three percent are Black. Diverse management teams make 

up only 18 percent of VC firms, while over 93 percent of venture firms have no Black 

representation at the partner level. What’s more, despite an effort to add female leads, 

about three-quarters of U.S. venture capital firms still had zero women partners as of 2019. 



Beyond diverse teams and inclusion, another differentiating factor in the context of a 

responsible society is environmental protection. Environmental, Social, and Corporate 

Governance (ESG) measures are gaining more attention. ESG refers to the central factors in 

measuring the sustainability and societal impact of an investment in a company or 

business. Investors can also reap ancillary benefits, not just the expected returns on capital.

Tim Rafalovich pointed out that five years ago, socially responsible questions would not 

have been top of mind, like they are today. LPs are not just looking for great returns, they 

want to know if their VC partners are good stewards of capital.  LPs are asking questions 

such as: How does it help society? Is there benefit to a geographic area that is underserved. 

Is there diversity in the management team? Are the companies you invest in providing 

quality jobs and paying fairly across race and gender? LPs might not base their primary 

reasons to invest in a VC on these questions, but they’re paying closer attention to diversity 

and inclusion factors.





“As an industry we’re going to have to show the positive impact 

venture capital will be making on society.”


Tim Rafalovich


Head of Fund Investing at Wells Fargo
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The takeaway: Diversity will be a hot topic going forward, both at the investment level and 

within VC and PE firms. The benefits of having a diverse team however can mean improved 

returns and the intangible benefit of having a positive societal impact. Additionally, firms 

will continue to seek ways to boost their social responsibility through investments and 

policies that create a sustainable and positive environmental impact.  

The complexity of the investment world has grown significantly in the past 20 years: foreign 

investments are becoming more common, family offices are increasingly active, asset 

management firms are on the rise, and  LPs are engaging in direct investing and lending. 

Compounding this are global crises that rock the boat even further. We seem to be seeing 

one every 10 years historically.  



According to Upwelling Capital Group founder, Joncarlo Mark, the capital diverting from 

public companies into the private markets is significant. The number of public companies is 

half of what it was in the 1990s and all the money pouring private companies will result in  

increased scrutiny and transparency.



HighCamp Compliance’s Ashley Drake notes that when it comes to Security and Exchange 

Commission (SEC) registrations, her firm has noticed a heightened interest by LPs. They are 

seeing an increase in the number of requests from LPs to have their venture firms register 

with the SEC.  Seeking financial transparency and more due diligence, cash controls, 

requests for fee valuation information, asking for sample LP reporting, policies and 

procedures are just a few ways this can happen. Conversely, some venture firms are 

proactively registering with the SEC to open up new investment opportunities. 


3. Increased accountability through better analytics

“[SEC registration] provides LPs with a comfort level, infuses compliance into the 

culture of the [VC] firm, and drives a desire for transparency.”


Ashley Drake


Partner at HighCamp Compliance
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Fund managers should begin the process of establishing a healthy practice for corporate 

governance and compliance early, especially before reaching the $150M revenue mark. 

Being upfront from the beginning shows institutional LPs that the GPs have thought of all 

the basic areas of compliance, which is especially important for emerging managers. 



Technology is very useful to get some of these things accomplished now without investing 

heavily in infrastructure and employee new hires. Tech also allows digital interaction and 

reporting, without the traditional manual entry of data. We can more easily share 

information and reporting guidelines, not to mention with greater accuracy. 



Aumni has found in the past that as much as 30% of executed deal documents may have 

incorrect or unreliable data. The large amount of data has also traditionally been trapped 

in content-heavy deal documents. Utilizing technology from the beginning can better set 

up investors for data-driven decision making with comprehensive and accurate 

investment analytics that are easily accessible and searchable. 



For investors using a spreadsheet tracker for an entire portfolio of investments, they may 

wish to improve this area as well. The experts agree this is a good direction to head for 

tracking performance and economics of the fund, especially when considering fund life is 

10-15 years or longer.



The takeaway: The desire for good governance and transparency has never been higher 

from an LP perspective. Overall, regulation and the political landscape will only become 

more of a topic going forward in the investment community, especially for VCs and PE 

firms. We can expect an increase in scrutiny and a move towards standardized reporting 

and transparency. 
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Efficient PreparationOptimize

Streamline processes & improve 
communication between the 
front and back office.

AI-powered analytics accurately 
measuring thousands of data 
points for every transaction.

Quickly & easily understand 
your legal rights & investment 
terms on every deal at any time.

Stay ahead of changing 

LP demands with Aumni

The Aumni investment analytics platform tracks key 

financial, commercial, and legal terms across your 

entire portfolio. Used by leading VCs, Aumni provides 

critical portfolio insights in just a few clicks.

General Partners

Accelerate workflows, 

closings and reporting by 

empowering your front and 

back office with instant 

access to the most accurate 

and comprehensive deal 

data from Aumni.

Finance Teams

By extracting thousands of 

data points directly from 

executed legal agreements, 

Aumni empowers your 

finance team to access 

detailed deal information on 

their own.

Legal Teams

With Aumni, you have 

peace-of-mind knowing that 

every legal agreement for all 

your investments have been 

thoroughly verified and 

audited by a team of 

experienced venture 

attorneys. 

“We rely on Aumni for accurate 

portfolio insights. In fact, we use 

Aumni to verify our internal reports.”

Partner 


Story Ventures

Jake Yormak 


“Love working with the Aumni team & 

the platform is fantastic. I’d 

recommend it to any VC firm.”

Investment Lead 


Relish Works

Tyler Booth
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Thank You
For questions or other inquiries, please email


contact@aumni.fund.




You can follow us on

Twitter or LinkedIn
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https://twitter.com/getaumni
https://www.linkedin.com/company/19271128/admin/

